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Integration of the iSeries invert technology promotes sedimentation of natural streambed material.
This creates a natural bottom, open to the hyporheic zone below. The engineered bottom enhances
the stream biology and ecology as well as provides areas of low velocity to allow for fish passage
through the culvert. Spans range from 12’ to 24’. Streamsimulated Culvert Design Meets expected
outcomes of a successful streamsimulated culvert design, including flood conveyance, fish passage,
profile continuity, hydraulic diversity, sediment transport continuity, low flow continuity, margin
habitat, debris transport, connectivity to the subgrade hyporheic zone. See chart below for
comparison to traditional culverts. Modular Culvert System Rapid installation results in reduced
overall project costs, delays and detours. Designed “Site Specific” Meets your site needs in full
compliance with AASHTO design standards for highway use. Hyporheic connectivity differentiates
the ecological bottom culvert from traditional culvert options. Of these ten outcomes, nine are
expected to be fulfilled by the ecological invert technology, as supported by the results of the testing
program available upon request. The tenth outcome, bed gradation continuity, can be achieved by
manual filling of the culvert at installation with natural bed sediments. Successful Culvert Design
Outcomes Flood conveyance is the ability for the culvert to pass the required design flood. Fish
passage is the ability for fish to have appropriate resting areas to allow migration through the
culvert Profile continuity is the preservation of the reachwise stream slope through the culvert.
Maintaining slope is achieved by maintaining a natural bed through the culvert which reflects
changes in the upstream and downstream reaches, and preventing outlet perching and degradation
of the bed inside the
culvert.http://www.restauracja.jtg-antracyt.pl/files/a-manual-for-writers-of-term-papers-theses-and-di
ssertations.xml
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Hydraulic diversity is the presence of zones of low, zero, or negative upstream flow velocities within
the culvert along with regions of higher velocities. These zones provide resting habitat for aquatic
organisms inside the culvert. Sediment transport continuity means that bed material transported
through the upstream reach is continuously supplied to the culvert bed and supplied by the culvert
to the downstream reach at an equivalent rate, allowing the culvert to reflect the bed structure of
the stream reach. Low flow continuity is the maintenance of a channel for fish passage during
lowflow events. Margin habitat is the existence of areas of low velocity and turbulence along and
near the banks of a stream where fish, especially juveniles, can use for migration. In the ecological
bottom culvert, it is a consequence of developing a lowflow channel in the culvert. Debris transport
is the ability for the culvert to pass large woody debris or miscellaneous detritus. The hyporheic
zone is the region beneath and alongside the streambed where there is interaction between the
groundwater and the surface water. The hyporheic zone provides ideal habitat for microbes and
invertebrates which are critical to the overall health of the stream. Bed gradation continuity is the
maintenance of a bed material grain size distribution through the culvert which is equivalent to the
grain size distribution of bed material upstream and downstream of the culvert. This criteria can be
addressed by manual filling of the culvert at installation with natural bed sediments. See More. See
Less. Our portfolio includes bridges, drainage, erosion control, retaining wall, sanitary sewer, and
stormwater management products. Through costeffective engineered solutions, we help build,

support, and sustain land development projects while protecting the
environment.http://texticruz.com/userfiles/a-manual-for-writers-of-term-papers-theses-and-dissertati
ons-sixth-edition.xml
Through our industryleading sales, marketing, and engineering organizations, we maintain a
competitive advantage and sustain relationships throughout the site development ecosystem,
including land owners, regulators, contractors, and specifiers. Our footprint spans every major U.S.
city and all 50 states, allowing us to provide unmatched customer support. Contech Engineered
Solutions steel and aluminum structural plate offerings have a long history of strength, durability
and economy. These structures meet a wide range of sitespecific challenges with a variety of sizes
and shapes available. They offer unique design elements, including sloped ends, beveled cuts and
elbows. Many are specifically suited for rehabilitation due to fast installation and extensive technical
support. Contech aluminum and steel structural plate products are designed for rapid assembly and
low installation costs for small bridges, culverts, underpasses, enclosures, tunnels, and more. Over
45,000 structural plate products have been installed worldwide. MULTIPLATE structures, consisting
of field bolted galvanized steel plates, have a long history of strength, durability and economy. The
structures offer high combined live and dead loads and are wellsuited for deep cover applications.
Aluminum Box Culverts are a practical and costeffective solution for small bridge replacement. The
widespan, lowrise shapes are lightweight as well as fast and easy to install. Spans to 35 feet.
Aluminum Structural Plate provides all the advantages of steel MULTIPLATE and its light weight
adds to the ease of installation compared to other structures.SUPERSPAN structures utilize
MULTIPLATE plates and special features that allow for a large family of shapes. With spans up to 50
feet, SUPERSPAN structures are some of the most widely accepted longspan, corrugated steel
bridge structures in the world. This corrugation is already widely accepted by AASHTO and the
international engineering community.
The inherent strength, durability, costsavings, and rapid installation of precast concrete bridges
have made them the premier bridge technology in the world. Prefabricated, modular concrete
bridges require less material than castinplace structures, for a lower initial cost. Offsite fabrication
ensures tight adherence to specs, less onsite work, and quality control of modular units. Installation
is fast usually within days, compared to the weeks or even months required for castinplace
construction. This minimizes road closings and detours. Precast concrete eliminates the costly
maintenance of exposed bridge decks and bridge deck icing. Prefabricated bridge components
ensure a long life cycle and low life cycle costs, requiring virtually no maintenance. Its distinctive
arch action which utilizes fast, setinplace construction, has been optimized, providing the ideal
blend of hydraulic efficiency and structural capacity. EXPRESS Foundations provide ease and speed
of installation while alleviating hazardous working conditions. Its trapezoidal foundation reduces
wingwall concrete quantities, and the pick weights and sizes can be customized to your equipment
providing substantial cost savings. The system uses the fundamentals of soilstructure interaction to
achieve superior strength and stability. The results are the largest precast arch spans in the world.
Its distinctive arch action utilizes fast, setinplace construction; and your design and installation is
backed by extensive technical support. Our prefabricated truss bridges are durable and aesthetic
solutions. Modular, prefabricated construction means fast installation and substantial cost savings. A
truss bridge is typically erected and installed in one to three days, without the need for field
welding. Contech truss bridges feature timeless bridge design and construction that is customized
and manufactured to your specifications.
Our truss manufacturing facilities are AISC Major Bridge Certified with fracture critical and
sophisticated paint coating certification. A variety of styles, finishes, decking and rail options are
available for every project, including unlimited customized options. Continental pedestrian truss
structures range from basic structures to unique custom solutions. With clear spans to 250 feet and

more, Continental bridges are ideal for crossings over highways, railroad tracks, rivers and
wetlands. With more than 15,000 installations throughout the U.S. since 1936, Steadfast offers a
wide range of custom designed, prefabricated steel vehicular truss bridges. Our vehicular bridges
have been installed in shopping centers, malls, hotels, residential developments, corporate facilities,
golf courses and parks. For more than two decades we have been helping engineers, contractors,
and developers satisfy stormwater mitigation requirements on land development projects across
North America. Regardless of your projects objectives and constraints, our team of Stormwater
Design Engineers, Regulatory Managers and local Stormwater Consultants are here to provide you
with expert advice and assistance. If your goal is to eliminate or detain runoff, you can rely on
Contech for a wide range of subsurface infiltration, detention, and rainwater harvesting solutions. If
treatment is needed, our landscape based bioretention or subsurface filtration designs can fit into
virtually any site and can be tailored to address specific pollutants.Filterra is exceedingly adaptable
and can be used alone or in combination with other BMPs. Stormwater pollution sediment, trash and
debris, nutrients, and metals is one of the leading causes of water quality impairment we are facing
today. There are numerous technologies available for treating runoff and the right system for your
site should be selected based on your local requirements, your target pollutant, and specific site
characteristics.
http://esdara.com/images/canon-hv20-user-manual.pdf
As no two projects are the same, there is no one size fits all answer. Our treatment projects are
flexible and customizable and are effective as either conventional endofpipe BMPs best management
practice or smallscale decentralized IMPs integrated management practices in a low impact
development LID design. Filters can help you remove the most challenging pollutants from
stormwater, including nutrients like phosphorus. There are many variables to consider when
designing a stormwater filtration system. Its critical to use a balanced approach that incorporates
hydraulics, longevity, and performance. Hydrodynamic separators were the initial underground
water quality devices developed 20 years ago. Weve been there since the beginning and our systems
are widely accepted for effective solids removal. Especially efficient on gross solids, trash and
debris, they are an optimal choice for pretreatment systems. StormFilter performance has been
verified by the State of Washington Department of Ecology and New Jersey Department of
Environmental Protection, as well as numerous other stormwater regulatory agencies. CDS captures
and retains 100% of floatables and neutrally buoyant debris 2.4mm or larger, effectively removes
sediment, and is the only nonblocking screening technology available in a stormwater treatment
device. The Cascade Separator was developed by Contechs stormwater experts using advanced
modeling tools and Contechs industry leading stormwater laboratory. This innovative hydrodynamic
separator excels at sediment capture and retention while also removing hydrocarbons, trash, and
debris from stormwater runoff. What makes the Cascade Separator unique is the use of opposing
vortices that enhance particle settling and a unique skirt design that allows for sediment transport
into the sump while reducing turbulence and resuspension of previously captured material.
http://erka-techserv.com/images/canon-i-sensys-fax--l-3000-manual.pdf
These two factors allow the Cascade Separator to treat high flow rates in a small footprint, resulting
in an efficient and economical solution for any site. Jellyfish removes floatables, trash, oil, debris,
TSS, fine siltsized particles, and a high percentage of particulatebound pollutants; including
phosphorus, nitrogen, metals and hydrocarbons. The Jellyfish Filter has been tested in the field and
laboratory, and is performance verified by the New Jersey Department of Environmental Protection,
as well as numerous other stormwater regulatory agencies. Vortechs removes sediment down to 50
microns and is the ideal solution for projects that require a shallow treatment device due to
groundwater, utility or bedrock constraints. The passive spill stop valve detects accumulations of oil
and activates a valve that positively stops the flow of stormwater and oil upstream from the valve.

Systems can be sized and shaped to meet sitespecific needs, and are available fully or partially
perforated. ChamberMaxx maximizes storage volume in a small footprint, and its low profile shape is
ideal for sites with shallow footprints. Terre Archs strength, storage capacity, and fast installation
make it the most economical concrete system available. DuroMaxx is unique as it has fewer joints to
assemble on site, can be made watertight, and can be used in applications with corrosive soils.
DuroMaxx cisterns are available in sizes up to 120 inches in diameter and 48 foot lengths. DuroMaxx
cisterns are leak tested and labeled with the UPC seal to ensure a reliable long term storage
solution. Contech hydrodynamic separator and filtration products provide pretreatment for
stormwater prior to storage to provide the best water quality and reduced maintenance costs for the
most demanding rainwater harvesting applications. The use of these devices is an integral part of
any stormwater management system.
StormGate addresses this by only allowing flows up to the water quality design flow to enter the
water quality facility and bypasses the flows greater than the design flow around the treatment
facility. Each of our solutions are designed for specific service life requirements, hydraulics,
corrosion resistance, stiffness, and ease of handling and installation. Our team of engineering and
manufacturing professionals are here to provide expert guidance and advice at every stage of your
project from concept to installation, including Regulatory guidance and permitting assistance
Preliminary standard details and site specific final CAD drawings and specifications Engineering
calculations for hydraulics Value engineering cost estimates and options analysis Preconstruction
support, project scheduling, and contractor coordination Installation and construction support
HELCOR is available in a large variety of materials, coatings, and sizes to meet site specific needs,
and HELCORs continuous locked seams and annular corrugated ends allow for a variety of standard
couplings to be used. This combination makes Smooth Cor Pipe the economical and performance
alternative to reinforced concrete pipe in difficult situations such as weak soils, poor subsurface
drainage conditions, steep slopes, and high fills. The smooth interior improves hydraulic capacity
while the exterior box ribs provide structural strength. ULTRA FLO weighs less than 10% of
reinforced concrete pipe and comes in longer lengths, greatly reducing handling and installation
costs. The result is an aesthetically pleasing inlet that is safer and easier to install and maintain.
Once onsite, pipe manufacturing progresses quickly enough to allow pipe installation within four
hours. PVC pipe offers excellent resistance to conventional corrosion and abrasion. It is also
lightweight, making it easier and more economical to install.
Contech has been providing high performance, superior quality PVC pipe for gravity sewer projects
since the early 1960s, with millions of feet installed across the country. SRPE is a next generation
pipe that provides strength, long term service, and durability. Its the ideal combination of materials
that makes SRPE exceptional. Eighty 80 ksi steel reinforcing provides the strength; pressure rated
highdensity polyethylene resin provides the durability. The combination of materials results in an
extraordinarily strong and durable pipe that sets a new industry standard. SRPE pipe is designed
with a smooth inner wall for outstanding hydraulic capacity and provides the properties you can
count on for longterm service and performance in the most demanding environments. DuroMaxx
meets the longterm structural demands of the most difficult sanitary sewer, storm sewer, irrigation,
stormwater detention, and wastewater projects. From concrete, segmental retaining wall systems to
economical steel, Contech is a leading source of aesthetically and structurally superior retaining
walls solutions. From a residential landscape to the most extreme land development projects, we
offer a number of unique solutions to help you fortify infrastructure, securing soil and grade change
reinforcement. Our products offer a long service life in a variety of applications. The Contech
ANCHOR WALL system is the first allsteel approach to construction of shoreline walls. It gives you
all the components needed to design for structural adequacy and efficiency. Compared to
conventional bulkheads, ANCHOR WALL offers unique economies and aesthetics. Contech BinWalls
are a system of adjoining closed faced bins that are each 10feet wide. They are composed of sturdy,

lightweight steel members that are easily bolted together at the job site. Backfilled with reasonable
care, they transform the soil mass into an economical gravitytype retaining wall.
With erosion control systems for any need in any application, Contech Engineered Solutions delivers
a range of effective, efficient solutions. Our engineered systems provide performancetested solutions
for a wide variety of applications including channel lining, shoreline protection, dam crests and
spillways, energy dissipation, pipeline and cable protection, bridge and abutment protection, boat
ramps, low water crossings, outfall protection, wave attack protection and more. ArmorFlex blocks
have specific tested hydraulic capacities and are laced longitudinally with revetment cables to
provide easeofhandling and rapid installation. The ArmorLoc system provides easy and economical
installation when equipment is not feasible. ArmorLoc is installed manually over sitespecific filter
fabric on a prepared surface. The ability of the AJacks system to dissipate energy and resist the
erosive forces of flowing water allows it to protect against scour and erosion. Even at high flow
levels the ArmorWedge system remains stable. An effective drainage system is essential to the
design of the overlay. Lightgage corrugated steel pile shell has been a popular and dependable
foundation system since its development. Contech HELCOR Pile Shell has been used in soils of all
kinds where mediumcapacity friction or endbearing piles are required. Metric Sheetings unique
profile gives it a higher degree of stiffness. Please use this form. It is no longer enough to simply
move water away from a site—we are now often required to retain and treat it. Traditional methods
and BMPs simply aren’t enough. To succeed in this rapidly changing environment, you need a
partner to help you navigate the complexities of local, state and federal regulations, who is
responsive to your requests and provides innovative solutions that save your clients money and
accelerate the design process.
With our responsive team of storm water experts, local regulatory expertise and flexible storm water
management solutions, Contech is the trusted partner you can count on for storm water
management solutions. This question has been troubling planners and builders since the early days
of industrialization and continues to this day. Attempts at creating modular building factories have
only been partially successful due to the many restraints attached, while using advanced
manufacturing technologies proves to be too expensive for large scale projects. Studies have shown
that the construction sector is lagging about 20 years behind advanced manufacturing. Why this is
happening has many reasons which have to do with customization and scale issues. Some common
applications include drills, specialized grippers, air paint, welding, screwing and many more. These
small robots can be very efficient when using smart algorithms and can move very fast and precise.
Applications range from pick and placement and sorting of objects to sewing and screwing small
devices. Their main limitation is their size, as so far, the large robots are unsuitable for human
contact for safety reasons. However, this can change with the development of enhanced AI control
software. Another limiting factor is the rough conditions and many variables of the building site. It
will probably take some time before we see robots coworking on the construction site, but it is surely
something worth waiting for. With new augmented reality helmets, it seems like this vision will soon
be a reality and will blur the boundaries between the real and the virtual. Other applications include
real time 3D augmented instructions for manual assemblers and AI embedded clash detection. At the
moment, typical use cases of VR is in Intuitive 3D cad modeling as well as in handwork simulation
and training.
It’s potential of masscustomization and unrestrained design has benefits ranging from weight
optimization to aerodynamic design. For structural purposes, it seems that metal printing shows the
biggest promise for matching engineering standards. For this reason, metal printing is seeing a
great boom in recent years for the automotive and aerospace industries in order to reduce
component weight. Yes, it’s still a niche market and the prices are far from feasible for any
mainstream application, but the same has been said about the radio, the car and the tv. With great

efforts and funds being poured into its development, perhaps we can see this technology crawl its
way into the construction sector sooner than later for unique details and freeform designs. The
complications of the software meant it required specialists to run it, making it unfeasible for
mainstream planners. Will there even be a construction worker on the new building site. Naturally,
it will take some more time for these technologies to penetrate the construction site, but some
developments are already taking place, providing study cases that could perhaps be the standard of
tomorrow. Indeed may be compensated by these employers, helping keep Indeed free for jobseekers.
Indeed ranks Job Ads based on a combination of employer bids and relevance, such as your search
terms and other activity on Indeed. For more information, see the Indeed Terms of Service To see
these additional results, you may repeat your search with the omitted job postings included. You can
change your consent settings at any time by unsubscribing or as detailed in our terms. Press release.
In the simplest case, HydroCAD For a more complete analysis, a full stagestorage curve is calculated
so that The resulting analysis indicates the water This makes it This makes it easy to determine
Contech stormwater products Just pick the desired models from the dropdown list, and specify the
number HydroCAD supports all Contech storage Previous HydroCAD models will continue to use the
Solutions LLC. We are unhappy with our current Die Cutting Press because of electrical problems,
processing speed, and cracking edge guides. What equipment do we need The WebFed DieCutting
Press can hold the closest tolerances while still maintaining speed and quality. Aluminum edge
guides would be added to prevent cracking, and the control unit could be mounted on a swing arm
for easy operator use. We work with a sponge material that has to be diecut. The material
occasionally has stray metal particles that break the dies. It is able to thermal diecut, emboss,
steelrule kisscut, and most importantly steelrule diecut. A steelrule die can be replaced or created
inhouse, significantly reducing cost and downtime. What kind of machine do we need Adjustable
stopblocks on each corner ensure that cutting pressure is spread evenly across the surface,
eliminating both uneven cuts and damage to dies. In addition, the X, Y, and Theta registration allows
the table to move rather than the die, allowing the press to hold a very tight tolerance in registration
and depth. What equipment do we need to speed this up The CompuSheeter is also versatile,
capable of processing just about any kind of material. For faster speeds, the ServoSheeter is capable
of speeds up to 300 feet per minute depending on the increment. Both the ServoSheeter and
CompuSheeter are reliable and easy to use and can also be equipped with optional slitters for razor,
score, or shear slitting. What do you suggest The ServoSheeter can be custom designed to match
any production specifications.
The ServoSheeter is fast and versatile, capable of sheeting a variety of materials while still holding
tight tolerances. The ServoSheeter includes a drive system which is dutyrated for 24 hour, 7 days a
week operation In addition, the system can be custom designed with equipment including an
automated loading conveyor for ease of use. To handle static the web can be equipped with a hot bar
or metallic tensile to remove static, or the area can be flooded with ionized air. Air can then be
pumped through the chamber to clear the product onto a conveyor belt for collection. How can I slit
nonwoven material narrowly then rewind it while still maintaining quick turn around Presently we
are doing this manually by hand. What kind of machine would speed this process The EconoSheeter
is an air operated scissor shear sheeter equipped with electronic controls. The roll unwind can be
designed to handle various weights and diameters of roll materials. It is a simple and economical
system. Headquartered in West Chester, Ohio, Contech is the only company that can provide bridge,
drainage, erosion control and stabilization, retaining wall, sanitary, stormwater and wastewater
treatment solutions on a national scale. Contech oversees the activities of more than 100 sales
offices, 40 manufacturing facilities and hundreds of sales and technical support specialists. The
Stormwater Design Technician will perform basic design along with full CAD support for projects
and provide technical support to a specific region. Working knowledge of Inventor program a plus.
Strong math skills. No Relocation Assistance is Available. All qualified applicants will receive

consideration for employment without regard to race, color, religion, sex, or national origin,
protected veteran status, or status as an individual with a disability. Contech is a drugfree workplace
and conducts preemployment testing as a condition of employment.
If you are unable to apply online due to a disability, contact the Contech Recruiting team at 513
6457000. Click Here Since our founding in 1980, we’ve been committed to providing the best fixture
designs and product engineering available. That’s why we’re the lighting manufacturer that
designers trust to meet their high expectations.

